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Abstract

Visitors to a Web site leave access logs documenting their activity in the site. These access logs provide a 

valuable source of information about the visitors’ access patterns in the Web site. In addition to the pages 

that the user visited, it is generally possible to discover the geographical locations of the visitors. Web 

servers also records other information such as the entry into the site, the URL, the used operating system 

and the browser, etc. There are several Web mining techniques to extract useful information from such 

information and visualization of a Web log is one of those techniques. This paper presents a technique as 

well as a case a study of visualizing a Web log.
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1. Introduction

Web log files have a lot of useful information including Web documents, hyperlinks between documents, 

the client’s access patterns on the Web server, etc. The Web leaves these invisible footprints. These resources 

enable an individuals or a company to promote business, understanding marketing dynamics, new promotions 

floating on the World Wide Web, etc.

Before the Web was introduced to the world, traditional log analysis can be also found starting from 1980’s. 

The office of the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) carried out a study of online public access catalogs 

(OPACs) to figure out what extent current system features were used [1]. The study made the most effort to 

address integrating different formats of each log file. Jansen and Pooch [2] reviewed the studies of Web 

transaction logs of Web search engines. Agosi and di Nunzio [3] suggested general methodology for gathering 

and mining information from Web log files and managed to retrieve, save and analyze the data extracted from 

log files.

Visualization of Web logs provides intuitive knowledge in temporal and spatial context. There are many 

Web visualization tools such as Graylog, NXLog, Splunk, Syslog-ng, and Rsyslog. They typically provides 

useful visualization in temporal as well as spatial aspects. However, many of them use a backend relational 

databases resulting in the drawback of the serial delay of the process and the limit of scalability. Although the 

existing visualization tools work well with limited capacity, there are Web servers and sites whose data 
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amounting to terabyte or even more. It is not possible for such visualization tools to process such data in a 

timely manner. In this paper, we propose to utilize some sampling methods and suggest a future study on how 

to choose an appropriate sampling method for each analysis.

Park, Lee and Bae [4] focused on the analysis of transaction logs for Web search engines and proposed a log 

cleaning, session definition, and query classification. Suneetha and Krishnamoorthi [5] analyzed Web log data 

of NASA site to retrieve information of a web site, errors and visitors of the site. They asserted that the 

achieved results of the study can help system administrators and Web designer to increase the effectiveness for 

their Web maintenance. Goel and Jha [6] developed a log analyzer tool called Web log expert to predict the 

behaviors of users who access an astrology website.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the characteristics of Web log. Section 3 

presents the performance study with Web log visualization. In Section 4, we summarize and suggest future 

work.

2. Web logs

Web servers run NCSA’s Hypertext Transfer Protocoal daemon. In turn, each copy of this daemon maintains 

a W3C’s standard Common Log Format [7] for Web server log files, but other variables of formats exist. The 

Common Log Format is a well-defied set of facts about each hit that a Web server processed. The format 

contains lines of eight fields – host, ident, authuser, date-time, zone, request, status, and bytes. Each field is 

separated by a single space. If a field is not known or available, a dash is used as the field value instead. The 

ident field is rarely used, and authuser is used only at sites that require registration. While the referrer log 

records the point of entry into a site, the agent log identifies the operating system and browser used by the 

client.

Agent logs record the browser type, the browser version and the operating system from which the client 

accessed the Web site. These help us determine prevalent operating systems and browsers that are used to visit 

the Web site. Generally, Web servers keep typical four types of log files as follows:

Table 1. Types of Web Server Logs [8]

Types of log files Actions Extracted Knowledge

Access log
Records all users’ request processed by server and 

record information about users

Users’ profiles

Frequent patterns

Bandwidth usage

Agent log User browsers and browser’s version Agent version and Operating system used

Error log List of errors for users request made by server

Types of errors

Generated errors IP address

Date and time of error occurred

Referrer log information about link and redirects visitor to Site

Browser used

Keywords.

Redirect link content.

In our experiment, the host, the date-time, and the request fields are used. The status item is also used for 

noise eliminating because the status indicates whether an access was successful or not. If a non-exist page is 

accessed, it would produce a failure code. Since such accesses are noises, we can remove the noise by checking 

the status item. The possible status codes are classified in table 2.
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Table 2. HTTP/1.0 server status codes

Success Code Failure Code

200 OK 300 Multiple Choices 400 Bad Request 500 Internal Server Error

201 Created 301
Moved

Permanently
401 Unauthorized 501 Not Implemented

202 Accepted 302
Moved 

Temporarily
402 Payment Required 502 Bad Gateway

203
Non-Authoritative

Information
304 Not Modified 403 Forbidden 503 Service Unavailable

204 No Content 404 Not Found

The host field shows the remote host which visited the Web page. The request field has a method, the 

visiting page and HTTP version. We extract only the visiting page information. The date and time information 

is used too. The remote host, access page, and access time are used to represent each axis in the visualization.

3. Web log analysis and visualization

Web Analysis is widely used in many applications to estimate the usefulness of a Web site. Jansen [9] 

addressed that there are three stages for the log analysis – collection, preparation, and analysis. The Web log 

data usually collected in the form of a file by Web server demon. To analyze the log data, we need to transform 

the log data to a proper format. Debian Unix system provides Wwwstat package for processing the log files to 

prepare the analysis. Gwstat Perl script in the Unix system that allow us to collect the daily, hourly, monthly, 

weekly, subject, and other temporal and special statistics. Note that recent AWstats, Google Analytics and other 

tools are freely available as open sources to show Web usage statistics.

This paper provides an example of Web log analysis and visualization from our previous experiences. Cyclic 

visualization of visits to the Web site of the NPAC [10] is generated from logs of the NPAC site. To gain some 

meaningful page request data, some logs of accessing all day long from a specific machine were filtered. The 

shell script collected the log files and Perl programs generated daily, hourly, monthly, weekly, domain, and 

subject graphic files. However, these tools only shows simple counts ordered by the number of visits or total 

transferred size. Using an advanced visualization tool, we could gain some different patterns that are hard to 

find by utilizing the basic Unix packages. For pre-processing the log data, a database management system was 

used. Only three data fields are extracted from the log files – remote host, access date, and access pages. A Java 

program generated a distinct remote host name file and a distinct access page file. Those files are coverted 

numbers with an order from 1 to the number of each items. When producing an ASCII input file with a Perl 

program, the access time converted to minutes. For example, “01:03” converted to “63”. The ASCII input file 

is necessary for the visualization tool – Scivis[11]. An overview of the visualization process is presented in 

Figure 1.

From a day data set, 17,368 access points were extracted to generate several interesting two or three 

dimensional graphs. Figure 2 shows three dimensional graphs. One has some labels due to the tool’s adjusting 

the ratio of each axis automatically and the other provide a three dimensional graph without the scale labels for 

access time, remote host, and access pages. All those three dimensions are linearized by the alphabetic ordering 

and converted to numbers. A small number of remote hosts accessed some particular web pages within a short 

time, and many remote hosts usually accessed the Web pages in the working hours.
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Figure 1. Preparation chart on the Web log analysis

Figure 2. Three dimensional graphs of a day access

The relation between access time and remote host is shown as a graph in Figure 3. The long lines show some 

typical robots sites. A several short thick lines represent that particular remote hosts accessed many times 

within a short time period. They are also kinds of robot sites which were turned on in a short time.
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Figure 3. Two dimensional graph between access time and remote hosts

The relation between access time and access page is also shown as a graph in Figure 4. It has the vertical 

lines which represent that some web pages are accessed continually. The most frequently referred web sites 

such as Visual human and kids Web can be indicated as popular pages. The reason why the “robots.txt” is 

accessed open is that it is usually accessed when a robot visits. That file addresses to the robot which pages are 

allowed to be visited. A small number of interesting patterns are also found not a line form but geometrical 

figures. The “Z” shape indicates that some consecutive pages are access one by one within a short time. The 

rectangular shape marked with “I” illustrates the Java tutorial materials are accessed one by one.
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Figure 4. Two dimensional graph between access time and access pages

4. Conclusion and future work

Web log analytics with visualization techniques are very useful for discovering patterns in data sets. Due to 

many points in the 3D graphs, it is difficult to find some interesting clusters in the graph. However, some 

explicit patterns are visualized in the graph and we decided to divide it as 2D graphs which enable us to get a 

particular point. Some vertical and horizontal lines have been showed up and can be interpreted as a particular 

meaning. The same processes can be done on the commercial sites and it will produce very useful information 

to decide the future policy to promote their business.

In the previous experiment, only 17,368 points were used to process the analysis on a day data only though 

some unimportant accesses such as graphic file accesses were removed. Additional graphs can be obtained 

from visualization covering a longer periodic range like weekly or more. Even a big portal site produces 
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millions accesses and this approach may not be possible to adequately handle the large data points. As a result, 

one of the most significant challenges of implementing a big data analysis is ensuring effective evaluation. As 

per our data mining needs, in the instance of a user trying to plot Web Accesses over the past few months, the 

query would need to read at least 250,000 rows of access data in order to obtain the relevant information. Not 

only is this process time consuming but also places enormous resource overheads on the database.

An appropriate use of sampling aggregation and corresponding visualization can be useful for management of 

larger data sets. In the future work, various sampling skills such as simple, stratified, cluster, and systematic 

random sample can be utilized and compared each other.
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